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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

Patricia Will:
Family upset
by sentencing
Students agree
with family;
Boulay sentence
too lenient
By Matt Neistein
and Geneva White
Staff editors

Many believe the 24-year sentence Justin Boulay received in
May for the murder of an 18-yearold freshman was not punishment
enough.
Boulay, 21, was sentenced on
May 18 to 24 years in prison for
the Feb. 3, 1998 strangulation
death of Andrea Will. Facing a
maximum sentence of 60 years on
one count of first-degree murder,
Boulay received just more than the
minimum of 20 years from Circuit
Court Judge Ashton Waller.
Boulay may not even be in
prison for the full length of his sen-

t e n c e .
According to
the
Illinois
Department of
Corrections
web
site,
Boulay’s tentative
release
date is Feb. 16,
2011, a span of
Justin Boulay
12 years.
“ W e
were devastated – completely and
totally devastated at the number of
years he received for what he did,”
said Patricia Will, Miss Will’s
mother. The fact that he’ll only
serve 11 1/2 years gives him an
opportunity to have a lifetime - a
lifetime Andrea will never have. He
can get married and have children.
He can have holidays with his family.”
Boulay is currently incarcerated
at Menard Correctional Center in
Chester, where he has been since
May 21.
See SENTENCE Page 2

Davidson named
state coordinator
Mandy Marshall / Photo editor

Welcome back

Staff writer

Jenny Ward, a senior botany major, carries her belongings from her car to her room in Pemberton Monday afternoon.
Like Ward, many students who fled Eastern for the holiday weekend came back with clean laundry.

Trio to bike across U.S.
By Jamie Moore
Staff writer

In May of 2000, a journalism
professor, student and alumnus
will take a cross-country bicycle
tour and keep track of their
progress on the Internet.
Brian Poulter, associate professor of journalism, alumnus
Andrew Rogers and Brendan
Lynch, a senior philosophy major,
will start the tour at the farthest
western point of the continental
United States - Neah Bay, Wash.
From there, the cyclists will travel
through Idaho, Montana, a small
portion of Canada, North Dakota,
Minnesota and then south through
Wisconsin to Illinois and on to
Kentucky until their final destination of Yorktown, Va.

By Sara E. Figiel

Poulter said
he wanted to
take the trip
because
he
was an avid
cyclist in college and has
always wanted
to bike across
the nation. But
during
the
Brian Poulter
summer he had
originally planned his trip, he was
accepted into graduate school and
was never able to fulfill the dream.
“I’m really looking forward to
the diversity and personal interactions that will be found throughout the continent,” Poulter said.
“We start out at an Indian reservation in Washington and end up in
Virginia at a battle site of the

Revolutionary War.”
What makes this trip different
from other cyclists who cross the
nation is that participants will be
able to follow along with them on
the Internet. The web site will
track each day’s journey and give
a daily report of their adventure.
Poulter, an award-winning photojournalist, will take the pictures
while Rogers, a writer for the
Chicago Tribune, and Lynch will
write about their experiences.
This will be accomplished
through the use of a digital camera
and a laptop computer they will
carry along with them on the trip.
The web site following the
cyclists will not only offer junior
high and high school students a
See BIKE Page 2

Eric Davidson, currently the
assistant director for health education and promotion, was recently
appointed as Illinois state co-coordinator for the BACCHUS and
GAMMA Peer Education Network.
BACCHUS once stood for
Boosting Alcohol Consciousness
Concerning the Health of University
Students until the group broadened
its approach to include many other
student health-related and safety
issues. It now also covers issues
such as sexually transmitted diseases, sexual assault and stress.
GAMMA is a greek-affiliated
term for an organization involving
peer education for the greek system
administered by greek members.
Davidson has been involved with
these health awareness programs
since he was a teenager. Beginning
at age 15, after attending a leadership camp called the Illinois
Teenage Institute, his curiosity and
interest developed and a new passion was born.
Davidson experimented with
many other interests early in his

career, but he
never deviated
for long from
his calling in
promoting
health awareness issues.
“I am a man
of many interests”, Davidson
Eric Davidson
said. “Early in
my career and
education, I always kept coming
back (to health awareness).”
Ever since he attended the leadership camp in 1987, Davidson said
he has returned every year. He also
was very active in Snowball, and
during his college years, he returned
home on the weekends to be on staff
at these types of events, aiding and
conducting activities and retreats.
After Davidson graduated with a
bachelor’s degree in psychology
and speech communication, he
returned to Eastern to take a graduate assistant job in the clinical psychology department.
Now, with Davidson’s new
appointment as the Illinois state coSee DAVIDSON Page 2
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Eastern Japanese culture to be taught on campus
News
The Daily

By Dar’Keith Lofton
Staff writer

The Daily Eastern News is published daily,
Monday through Friday, in Charleston, Ill., during fall and spring semesters and twice weekly
during the summer term except during school
vacations or examinations, by
PRINTED WITH
SOYINK the students of Eastern Illinois
University. Subscription price:
$38 per semester, $16 for summer only, $68 all
year. The Daily Eastern News is a member of
The Associated Press, which is entitled to
exclusive use of all articles appearing
in this paper. The editorials on Page 4
represent the majority opinion of the
editorial board; all other opinion pieces
are signed. The Daily Eastern News editorial
and business offices are located in Buzzard
Hall, Eastern Illinois University.

The culture of the Orient will be
brought to Eastern’s campus this
semester when the School of Adult
and Continuing Education offers a
six-week class on the culture and
language of Japan.
The class allows students and
community members the chance to

Periodical postage paid at Charleston, IL 61920.
ISSN 0894-1599.

“I think that wasn’t enough,” said
Jeri Thrasher, who was Miss Will’s
roommate when she lived in Lawson
Hall. “He did the crime.”
Other members of the campus
community find it difficult to understand the sentence.
“I think that is unbelievable,” said
Rebecca Penio, a junior elementary
education major.
When handing down his decision, Waller said he tried to be as
open as he could “to try to come up

TM
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from Page 1

Davidson
from Page 1
coordinator of BACCHUS and
GAMMA, he has many new responsibilities and said he is very excited.
“It is nice to get this honor,”
Davidson said. “In the long term, it
will provide more opportunities for
me to learn, because learning is a lifelong process.”
Davidson is now involved with a
network of other state coordinators
who work to provide communication, share resources and coordinate
networking opportunities.
“Belonging to BACCHUS and
GAMMA has been very good as a
professional; being able to communi-

Bike
from Page 1
a chance to see their progress, but
also a chance to learn about each of
the 10 states they are traveling
through.
“I welcome anyone who wants
to write for the web site to help us
out,” Poulter said. “If anyone knows
any interesting facts about any of the
states (we) are traveling through,
they are welcome to submit an article to the web site.”

learn not only the basic Japanese
language, but also the country’s culture.
Carolyn Cooper, dean of the
graduate school, said students
enrolled in the program will learn
about Japanese art forms, tea ceremonies, flower arranging, religion
and music.
“The Russian program was very
successful.” Cooper said. “We hope

that the Japanese program will also
be just as great.”
Paul Shook, who will be teaching
the class, is a former missionary who
spent about 40 years living in Japan
as an interpreter for deaf people of
the Japanese community.
“I hope to make this program
interesting and stimulating,” Shook
said.
“Japanese is not an easy language

to learn,” Shook said. “Not only is
the pronunciation and alphabet different, but there is also a change (in)
verbs, according to the person that
one speaks to.”
The 6-week non-credit program
will be held from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in
Coleman Hall in Room 203 every
Tuesday, today through Oct. 12. The
cost is $50 for the community and
$15 for students.

with an understanding.”
“He deserved the maximum
penalty,” said Mark Alcazar, senior
speech communication major.
Boulay’s attorney, public defender Lonnie Lutz, defended the ruling
on the day of sentencing.
“If there was any case that warranted the minimum sentence, this is
that case,” Lutz said in a previous
interview. “(Boulay) has no criminal
history and no history of violence
before this.”
Early in the morning of Feb. 3,
1998, Boulay strangled Miss Will
with a phone cord in his apartment at
114 1/2 Jackson Ave. He then called
his parents, who drove down from

St. Charles, and told them what had
happened.
They notified Charleston police
and Boulay was charged with two
counts of first-degree murder.
A plea of not guilty by reason of
insanity was found invalid by the
court after testimony by expert witnesses, who said Boulay was aware
of what he was doing during the
murder.
Boulay claimed to have blacked
out and had no memory of the act.
“I think (the sentencing) says a
lot about what really has become of
our society,” Patricia Will said. “If
you commit murder at 20, you’re out
at 31 or 32. I just can’t imagine what

crime would be greater than this.”
State’s Attorney Steve Ferguson
said in a previous interview he was
not satisfied with the sentencing.
“It was a lot less than what I
asked for,” he said. “(The Will family) wanted the maximum and that is
understandable.”
Walter English, a junior jazz
studies major, said Boulay should
have received the maximum sentence.
“I don’t think the sentencing was
right at all,” he said.
Julius Sexton, a senior English
major, agreed.
“It should have been more,” he
said.

cate in the network with others,”
Davidson said.
In his new position, Davidson will
communicate with current chapters
of BACCHUS and GAMMA at least
twice a year to help them along with
direction and possible materials they
might need. Another responsibility
involves handling the promotion of
BACCHUS statewide and providing
technical assistance if needed to the
chapters in Illinois.
Davidson said some of the benefits of the network system is being
able to inquire with others on a list
serve and being able to ask for advice
or ask questions to people in the same
position. There also is access to educational materials that institutions are
able to purchase cheaper, as well as

an assortment of different brochures
and programs that can be utilized during seminars, presentations, lectures,
and workshops, he said.
Davidson said one of the keys to
success with students is to promote
and administrate interactive activities.
Another key factor Davidson uses is
talking to the students, not preaching
to them, he said.
“I think the students like it a lot,”
Davidson said.
Davidson also said he loves the
challenge of learning as much as possible.
He said he likes working with a
variety of students in different levels
of education.
“I love to work with people
between the ages of 13 and 22 years

old; they are the neatest group with
the most potential,” Davidson said. “I
like helping people discover their
potential.”
Davidson said he would like to
encourage students at Eastern to get
involved because it has meaningful
and positive benefits that will impact
their lives in the future.
“I really wish more people would
take the risk of getting involved
regardless of what their major is
because of its life-long benefits,”
Davidson said.
Davidson, along with Lt.
Christopher Stone, of the University
Police Department, will present
“How to Drink and Not Get
Arrested” at 7 p.m. Wednesday in
Carman Hall.

The web site can be accessed at
http://www.ux1.eiu.edu/~cfbp/cycle/
.
Poulter said he appreciates the
supporters of the trip, including Bike
& Hike, 217 Lincoln Ave., and
U.S.A. Serve, a national Internet
provider. Bike & Hike will offer services, including repairs and bicycling tips, and U.S.A Serve will supply the web access throughout the
trip.
Not only have merchants been a
major asset to the upcoming journey,
but the support from staff and loved

ones also have helped, Poulter said.
He said he is thankful for the education department for all the help
and support they have offered. He
also said he wants to thank his wife
for letting him take time out this
summer to fulfill his dream.
This vigorous trip, which consists of 4,500 miles, should take
almost eight weeks to complete.
Poulter said this experience will
be helpful in his future teaching and
will allow him to gain insights into
situations that he has never thought
of before.

Correction
Winners of the 1999
Achievement and Contribution
Awards will receive a monetary
award of about $40 to $50 per
month, which will be added to each
recipient's base salary retroactive
Sept. 1, 1999. The exact amount of
the award will depend on the number of recipients.The amount of the
award was incorrectly reported in
Friday's edition of The Daily
Eastern News. The News regrets
the error.

Tau Kappa Epsilon
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Rush Dates:
Tue: At the Union in the Martinsville Rm.
Wed: Surf and Turf
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New store offers healthy
alternative to snacking
By Geneva White
Campus editor

ΣΝ ΣΝ ΣΝ ΣΝ

RUSH SIGMA NU
TUESDAY 7TH
Come meet the SNAKES in the
Effingham Room on the 3rd Floor
of the University Union
6-8 pm
call Dave @ 6502 for for info or rides

Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Brian Klepzig, son of Dave Klepzig, who is the owner of Natural Food and
Nutrition, checks the merchandise at his parents’ business Saturday afternoon.
The new health food store, a first for Charleston, is located at 651 Castle Drive
in Charleston next to Dollar General.
store are priced the same or below
grocery store prices, Klepzig admits
some of the items may cost more
than their less healthy counterparts.
“We think what you eat is important, and if it does cost a little more
for the product that’s safe to eat,
then I think it’s wise to do that,” he
said.

Besides food products, Natural
Food and Nutrition carries environmentally safe household goods such
as detergent, lotion, shampoo paper
towels and toilet paper.
Natural Food and Nutrition is
open Monday through Friday from
9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

ΣΝ ΣΝ ΣΝ ΣΝ

Late night snacking just got
healthier with the presence of a new
health food store in Charleston.
Located in the northeast end of
town next to Dollar General,
Natural Food and Nutrition, 651
Castle Drive, offers a wide variety
of organically grown foods.
“We just felt there was a need for
a health food store in this area,” said
owner Dave Klepzig, who opened
the store with his wife Carol on July
1. “There’s no other store within 35
to 40 miles that sells the same products we sell.”
Some of the organically produced items Klepzig carries in his
store include chips, pretzels, cereal,
cream cheese, peanut butter and
condiments.
In addition to organically grown
and produced food, the store sells
fat-free and gluten-free products
such as cookies and other sweets.
Tofu ice cream also is available as
well as a rice-based ice cream
which Klepzig refers to as “rice
cream.”
Several vegetarian items are also
offered at the store including tofu
hot dogs, french fries and veggie
burgers. Klepzig also sells goat milk
and goat cheese.
“I think it’s important for everyone to eat healthy and eat hormonefree and pesticide-free food,”
Klepzig said. “You don’t know what
the effects are of pesticides and
growth hormones.”
While many foods found in the

Students’ opinions can make a difference

The Daily Eastern News
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Ring for Unity
helps diversity

A

t 5 p.m. Thursday, the campus and
Charleston community are invited to
the Campus Pond to participate in the
“Ring for Unity,” a show of support
and celebration of diversity at Eastern and in
Charleston.
Participants will be given a “Ring for Unity
Bell” and position themselves into a marked off
area that will spell out “EIU.” At 5:15 p.m. participants will ring their bells for two minutes.
To show their support for diversity, students
should take two minutes out of their day to join,
not only with other students, but faculty, administration, staff and community members, to celebrate the diversity here
Campus unity
on campus and in
Ring for Unity will provide memCharleston.
bers of the university communiMany students do
ty with an opportunity to celebrate diversity and meet other
not take the time to
people.
realize how important it
is to promote diversity on campus and in the community, and taking a few minutes to recognize
this can bring everyone closer together.
“Ring of Unity” is one of times when Eastern
students can join with other members of the
Charleston and Eastern community to celebrate
diversity. In addition, they also can get to know
some of the people around them and learn about
people from all walks of life.
Beginning at 4:30 p.m., there will be music up
until the start of the ringing ceremony and following the ceremony there will be refreshments and
prizes will be raffled off. This is another reason
people should take time out of their day to enjoy
the event.
While the ceremony itself is a celebration of
diversity, the best celebration of diversity is
understanding and friendship, something “Ring of
Unity” will attempt to offer with pre- and postcelebration mingling time.
All students, faculty, staff and members of the
Charleston community should make an attempt to
take time out of their day to attend this celebration to realize the diversity of the campus, which
will bring people closer together and provide an
opportunity to meet people.
editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

■ The

“

Today’s quote

Pour the sweet milk of concord into hell, uproar
the universal peace, confound all unity on earth.
William Shakespeare,
English dramatist and poet, 1564-1616

”

hen students
returned to campus
last fall, they were
greeted with many
changes, as they are every year.
Among the surprises, along
with a brand new Panther Dining
Services, closed Gregg Triad dinAmy Thon
ing hall and a new Panther Card,
Assoc. news editor
was the news that Pemberton Hall
was being considered for a new
honors residence hall.
At the time, McKinney and
parts of Ford halls had been designated as the honors residence
hall, but with the rooms filling up every year, the need for
expansion was evident.
Discussion for designating Pemberton as the honors hall
began over the summer and all honors students received a letter
informing them of the possible changes. The letter was written
informing students of the possible change, not asking them
what they thought of it. It was written as though the decision
had already been made.
Residents of Pemberton Hall were not informed of the possibility, but had plenty to say when returning to campus in
August. Many residents were outraged at the idea that the oldest residence hall on campus and in the state, which had been
all female for nearly 95 years, would soon be come a residence
hall for both males and females.
Honors students also were not thrilled with the idea, saying
they liked living in the Triad and didn’t want to move to
Pemberton. Housing and Dining Services and the honors
department justified the change by saying honors students
would be close to Textbook Rental, the library and Booth
House (which houses honors programs). Pemberton would be
renovated, classrooms and meeting spaces for honors students
would be added and other improvements would be made.
The two groups of students worked together and confronted
the administration to discuss the changes. Bill Schnackel, director of housing, and Herbert Lasky, director of the honors program, agreed to meet with students and held several meeting
throughout first semester to hear students’ opinions. The meetings were emotional as students from both sides discussed why

Dial-up system needs
additional funding
In regard to my previous letter about
the poor quality of the dial-up service at
Eastern, I have received some feedback
on the matter. According to information
I received. the Student Technology Fee
does not fund the dial-up system. In fact,
the students apparently voted down
funding it through the fee. I was not
aware of this, as I assumed that any
technology the students used was paid
for by that fee. So I want to correct that
misapprehension.
I was told the dial-up service is funded by appropriations and no one wants
to spend money on it because they feel
other things are more important, including wiring the dorms for direct access
sometime in the next six months. In a
situation where money is limited, priorities obviously have to be set. I have no
real quarrel with this since I am well
aware of the handicap this university
labors under in terms of funding for anything. We are at the bottom of the barrel

they were against the change.
After an entire year of discus“The two groups
sion, a compromise was made.
of students
Pemberton Hall will be the honors
hall, but it will remain all female.
worked together
Current residents will not be
and confronted
kicked out, but female honors stuthe administration dents will have priority, and eventually phased in so that within
to discuss the
several years the entire residence
changes.”
hall will be honors students.
This situation was resolved
because students and the administration worked together to find a solution that served everyone’s
needs. By sitting down together to talk about the issue and
attempt to work it out, a solution was reached.
The students who organized the group and made their opinions known, showed through vocalizing their opinions that students on campus do care what happens at Eastern.
Too often students complain to each other about changes in
the the university, but do not make their opinions known to the
people making the changes. The university provides ways for
students to give them feedback through open forums, like the
ones held by the Council on Academic Affairs, which allow
students to voice their opinion.
Student Government is another outlet for students to communicate with administrators. Several times a semester, university vice presidents sit in on Student Senate meetings and even
when they are not there, the Student Senate is open to hear participation from audience members.
The Pemberton debate set a good example to students on
the results they can get when they communicate with administrators and let their opinions be known. The administration
should continue to listen to students when their concerns are
brought up and also should encourage them to speak up.
Although everyone cannot be happy with every decision
made at Eastern, at least we can all feel our side was heard and
our opinion considered.
Amy Thon is a junior journalism major and a biweekly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cualt2@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
■

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
and always have been.
To me the key question in regard to
the dial-up service is why it was ever
offered in the first place if no attempt
was ever made to be to maintain it properly. No service is better than a service
that is neglected to the point of being
unusable. As of right now, all of the
dorms are forced to use the dial-up system. Since, as I said before, there are
only 100 lines available. this quickly
creates a backlog, resulting in long waits
for connection and the resultant frustration for the user. True, in six months,
five of the dorms will be wired for direct
access. This will alleviate some of the
problem, but meanwhile, people trying
to use the present system are subjected
to busy signals in multiples of 10 and
constant disconnects because of the
heavy traffic flow.
It seems to me that someone who

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to cudmp2@pen.eiu.edu

allocates funding could find money for
this. Many university officials have discretionary funds at their disposal, which
could be used to purchase more phone
lines for the university. This would be a
forward looking, student-oriented move
that would create more goodwill than a
brick and concrete memorial to alumni
that is used mainly as a Rollerblading
park, which, as far as I am aware, was
the last project that discretionary funds
were used for. Surely if money can be
wasted on that, money can be well spent
on something with a direct impact on
the university community.
So I urge President Surles to consider
using at least some of her discretionary
funds to buy more phone lines for the
university. This service exists, so maintain it.

Lisa Childress
Library technical assistant II

P.S. This letter is written purely as a
university community member attempting to use the dial-up service and has
nothing to do with my status as a university employee.

inbrief
Poetry readings
begin tonight
Students craving poetry in a
“relaxing atmosphere” can find
relief at the Dudley House Open
Poetry Readings, which start up
again at 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday,
according to a press release.
All are welcome to attend
and read poems by others or
themselves, or to just listen at the
Dudley House, 895 Seventh St.
Poems may be “oldies but
goodies, cutting edge, undeservedly too-little-known, or of
their own fresh vintage,” according to the press release.
The readings take place on
the first Tuesday of each month
from September through May,
and sometimes offer a featured
reader and suggested themes.
The program is sponsored by
the Coles Country Arts Council
with the help of the Illinois Arts
Council.
— Matt Neistein,
City editor

Senate to discuss
BOT resolution
Faculty Senate members
today will discuss minor changes
to a resolution recommending
three members of Eastern’s
Board of Trustees be reappointed
by Gov. George Ryan.
The meeting will be held at 2
p.m. in the faculty development
center, Room 2504, in Buzzard
Hall.

Λ
Χ
Α

The resolution urges Gov.
Ryan to reappoint BOT members
Nate Anderson, Carl Koerner and
Tom Johnson, whose terms
expired in January.
If changes need to be made,
senate members will compose a
new draft that will be sent to
Ryan.
Senate members also will
sign up members who want to
serve on the working teams of
the Lake Land Accord project.
Some of the different teams
include financial aid, professional
developments, and technology.
Plans for the Faculty Senate
fall forum also will be discussed.
— Melanie Schneider,
Administration editor

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
IT’S WHERE YOU BELONG

area

Call for rides:
C.R. 6890
Steve 6880

Ordinance to focus
on fire alarms
Pulling the fire alarm as a
prank may get a little more
expensive at Eastern if the City
Council approves an ordinance
that will fine fire alarm owners
for false alarms.
The ordinance is on the
agenda for tonight’s City
Council meeting, according to
an article in the Times-Courier.
The first three offenses in a
calendar year will not bring a
penalty, but the fourth alarm
will be a $100 fine, as will
each occurrence after that,
even if the false alarm is
because of a malfunction.
The City Council also will
discuss street closings for
Eastern’s homecoming parade
and funding to continue with
Coles County’s recycling program.
— Matt Neistein,
City editor

Considering a Career in
Law enforcement??
• Decatur Police Department
•Missouri State Highway Patrol
•Parkland College Dept. of Public Safety
•Rockford Police Department
These recruiters and over 100 more with job
opportunities for ALL MAJORS will be attending
the Fall Career Day/Job Fair
on Thursday, September 23, 1999.
Hope to see you there!!!
Sponsored by:

Career Services
Rm. 13 Student Services Building. 581-2412
• Visit our web site @ www.jobsrv.eiu.edu
for a listing of job fair participants!

∆ΣΦ ∆ΣΦ ∆ΣΦ ∆ΣΦ ∆ΣΦ ∆ΣΦ ∆ΣΦ ∆ΣΦ ∆ΣΦ ∆ΣΦ

RUSH
DELTA
SIGS

∆ΣΦ
In Oakland Room at Union
Tuesday 6-8

∆ΣΦ ∆ΣΦ ∆ΣΦ ∆ΣΦ ∆ΣΦ ∆ΣΦ ∆ΣΦ ∆ΣΦ ∆ΣΦ
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Tues. Sept. 7
6:00pm-8:00pm
Arcola Room
Wed. Sept. 8
6:00pm-9:00pm
Lambda Chi House

Pop & Chips

Pig Roast

Thurs. Sept. 9
Steak Dinner
6:00pm-9:00pm
Lambda Chi House
Fri. Sept. 10
6:00pm-9:00pm
Lambda Chi House
Sat. Sept. 11
6:00pm-9:00pm
Lambda Chi House

Dominoes Pizza

Formal Smoker

6
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Task force to talk about
grandparents raising kids
By Melanie Schneider
Administration editor

The School of Family and Consumer
Sciences today will host the Illinois Task Force
on Grandparents Raising Grandchildren.
The meeting will be from 10 a.m. to noon in
the 1895 Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
“Hosting the task force will be very good
for us because of our gerontology school,” said
Loretta Prater, associate professor of family
and consumer sciences.
“It is becoming more common for grandparents to raise their grandchildren these days
and the whole community can bring ideas,
questions and concerns to the program,” Prater
said.

Diversity is focus
of ‘Ring for Unity’
By Laura Irvine
Staff editor

The task force is sponsored by the Illinois
Department on Aging and is comprised of
leaders of local support groups for grandparents raising their grandchildren, advocates for
children and seniors, and representatives from
the Departments on Aging, Public Health,
Children and Family Services and Human
Services, a press release stated.
“The program is geared toward anyone in
the community who is interested in children
and families in general,” Prater said.
Problems facing grandparents raising
grandchildren will be addressed by the task
force.
There also will be tip sheets on topics such
as legal custody, guardianship, adoption, health
insurance, school registration, immunizations,
child care and financial assistance.

An event intended to bring the campus and
Charleston community closer as well as promote
diversity will be held Thursday.
“Ring for Unity” will begin at 4:30 p.m. at the
Campus Pond. Participants of the event will be
given a bell and position themselves into the letters
“EIU.”
Music will be provided until 5 p.m.
At 5:15 p.m., participants will ring their bells for
two minutes to support and celebrate unity on campus.
Students, staff, faculty and members of the community are invited to participate in the event.
Following the ceremony, a raffle for prizes will
be held, and refreshments will be served until 6 p.m.
The event is open to everyone in the Eastern and
Charleston communities.

SIDEWALK SALE

ale
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Cloth
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40% OFF!!!
Urban
Outfitters

New Releases $12.98
Tues-Fri
Coal Chamber: Chamber Music
Slk Impoision: One Part Lullaby
Mr. Mike: Rhapsody
John Popper: Zygote
Entombered: Same Difference
Steve VAI: Ultra Zone
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select used cd’s $2.98

ΣΧ

Meet the Men of...

ΣΧ

Sigma Chi
T uesday

6:00 - 9:00 pm

At the University Union - 3r d Floor Shelbyville Room
ΣΧ
ΣΧ

HEY

YOU

LOOK

advertise with

the daily eastern news

“Buffet Night”
TROPICAL TUESDAY
$2.75 Frozen Drinks
345-STIX
Lunch 11am-2pm
Ribeye Sandwich w/ FF & Salad $5.95....$3.75
Express Lunch Menu Available
Dinner 5pm-8pm
Full Service Beer Garden open
Everyday & Night
Italian Chicken Dinner,
with 2 sides, & salad....$6.50
Never a Cover • Dance Floor w/DJ

The Daily Eastern News
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Want to Feel Great September 19?
Then be a Friend•For•A•Day
September 18 at the

Special Olympics
Family Festival
Now in its 16th year at Mattoon’s Lake Land College, the Special Olympics Family Festival
has been cited by Special Olympics International as

“The largest event of its kind in the world”
As a Friend•For•A•Day, you’ll be assigned to a special Olympian, helping him or her participate in any of dozens of non-competitive games or just visit the many attractions offered

FOR VOLUNTEER FORMS GO TO 1212

Classifiedadvertising
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Help wanted

Help wanted

For rent

Announcements

NEED CASH NOW??? Leading
charleston area business has
immediate openings on all shiftsboth full and part time hours available. Excellent customer service/communication
skills
required. Must be available to
work 25 to 40 hours per week.
Call today for your personal interview: 348-5250 WESTAFF Eoe
m/f/h/v
________________________9/9
Mattoon Academy of Gymnastics
and Dance needs gymnastic
instructors and dance instructor.
Teaching Exp. preferred. Also
need receptionist with computer
skills. Must be willing to work with
children. 235-1080 or 752-6706.
_______________________‘00’
FREE BABY BOOM BOX + EARN
$1200 Fund-raiser for student
groups and organizations. Earn
up to $4 per MasterCard app. Call
for info or
visit our website. Qualified callers
receive a FREE Baby Boom Box.
1-800-932-0528 ext. 119 or ext.
125 www. ocmconcepts. com
______________________11/15
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information packet. Call (202) 452-5942
______________________12/13
Inserters needed 1-3 am as needed. Apply at 1802 Buzzard or call
581-2812.
_______________________‘00’
Increased
Starting
Salary
($6.20/hr.), Excellent Benefits,
Flexible
Scheduling,
Salary
Increases According to Level of
Education: Work in small group
homes supporting persons with
developmental disabilities. All
shifts available at various sites.
Apply at Alpha House, 1701 18th
St. Charleston. 345-4224. EOE.
_______________________9/10
ATTENTION: Starting $7.00/hr,
health, life, dental, 401K. No
experience needed, paid training.
Rewarding and fulfilling job working with DD adults. All hours, all
shifts available. Will work around
you class schedule. Apply at 738
18th St. Charleston EOE.
_______________________9/14
MODELS NEEDED. Male or
female for painting class for Fall
1999 semester and weekend
drawing sessions. To apply come
to the Art Office, Fine Arts 216.
________________________9/9
ATTENTION, ATTENTION, CCAR
Industries is looking for staff to
work, evening, nights & weekend
shift. Ft and PT hours available.
Flexible schedule, paid training is
provided. Applications can be
obtained at 1530 Lincoln Ave.
Charleston, IL 61920. E.O.E

______________________12/13
MANAGE A BUSINESS ON
YOUR CAMPUS!! Vesity .com an
internet notetaking company is
looking for an entrepreneurial student to run our business on your
campus. Manage students, make
tons of money, excellent opportunity! Apply online at www.versity.com, contact Jobs@versity.com
or call (734) 483-1600 ext. 888.
______________________10/12
Part-time front desk position.
Must be able to work T&R 3-11
shift. 2-4 shifts per week. Apply in
person at Super 8 in Mattoon.
________________________9/8
Charleston School District #1 is in
need of substitute custodians. Be
sure to bring driver’s license and
social security card. Inquire at the
unit office - 410 W. Polk,
Charleston.
_______________________9/11

ed. Pay own utilities. $350 a
month. Call 217-345-5088.
_______________________9/13
1 bd duplex nice $290. Call 3487733.
_______________________9/10

month. Call 348-0018.
_______________________9/13
LSAT prep course begins
Wednesday, Sept. 8th in Coleman
318. Registration Deadline is
Sept. 8th.
________________________9/8
100% Guaranteed. No hazing.
EIU’s newest fraternity, Phi Delta
Theta. Recruiting new members
today in Greek Court. More info
call Wyatt @ 3382.
________________________9/9

Wanted

For Sale

RETAIL SALES PERSON WANTED.
EXPERIENCED RETAIL
SALES
PERSON
NEEDED
FLEXIBLE F/T OT P/T. APPLY IN
PERSON,
MACK
MOORE
SHOES.
305 W. LINCOLN.
CHARLESTON.
________________________9/9
EIUnity needs 2,000 students,
faculty, staff, and community people to RING FOR UNITY.
Thursday, September 9, 4:30p.m.
at the Campus Pond. Ice cream,
raffles, music featuring “Daytimer”
Band, and a group picture. Free
souvenir bell.
________________________9/9

386 Computer, color, printer, Word
Perfect 6. Good for Word processing-$200, 348-1876.
._______________________9/30
‘92 Ford Explorer, 2 DR, 4 WD,
$5,750.00, Good Condition. Call
932-5626.
_______________________9/17
Waterbed $100 obo. 345-3623.
_______________________9/15
1974 Ford Maverick, $550. 1409
S. 2nd, Mattoon or call 234-4457.
Runs Good..
_______________________9/13

For rent

Coles County Pawn, 4th &
Madison 345-3623. Buy, Sell,
Trade. Adult Room, magazines,
xxx movies, toys, novelties, and
pipe shop..
_______________________‘00”
Spring Break ‘00
Cancun,
Mazatlan or Jamaica from $399
Reps Wanted! Sell 15 and travel
free! Lowest Prices Guaranteed!!
Info:
Call 1-800-446-8355,
www.sunbreaks.com.
_______________________9/24
Formals, Christmas Parties now
being booked. Great selection at
a low cost. Call Cohorts at 3478722.
________________________9/7
Wanna look great! Call Jessie at
Coed Hair styling. 348-7818. 7th
street & Lincoln.
_______________________9/29
Jamaican tan in Regular bed 10
for $27 or one month unlimited
$35.Super bed/ Stand-up 10 for
$37 or one month unlimited $45.
Sign up for free drawing every

VERY NICE STUDIO APARTMENT 303 7TH. FURNISHED,
WATER, TRASH PAID. $275 /
MO. SMALL PET ALLOWED
348-0927
_______________________‘00’
McArthur Manor apartment, 2
bedroom furnished, no pets, no
parties. 345-2231.
_______________________‘00’
3 bedroom apartment at 62
Madison. $500/month. Call 3456621.
_______________________‘00’
Sleeping room plus, includes use
of kitchen, laundry, local phone
calls, cable t.v., etc...
Call 348-6400
________________________00
Oldetowne Management 3456533. I bdrm apts. still available.
_______________________‘00”
One bedroom furnished apt. close
to campus. Water & trash includ-
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Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏ No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______

Sublessors
Wanted Sublessor for Fall semester. Efficiency apartment. Phone
Scott 618-676-1802 (leave message) or 217-345-4489.
_______________________9/14

Roommates
Share 6 bedroom house with 5
other roommates at 1415 Ninth
St. Short walk to campus. $220
per month. Call Kendra at 3456535.___________________9/9

Announcements

Travel
SPRING BREAK 2000 with STS.
Join America’s #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas, Cruises, and Florida.
Now hiring on-campus reps. Call
1-800-648-4849 or visit on-line @
www.ststravel.com.
_______________________9/15

Officialnotices
Official notices are paid for by the Office of University Publications.
Questions concerning notices should be directed to the originator.

Fall Refund Deadlines
The last day to WITHDRAW FROM THE UNIVERSITY and
receive a 50% refund(50% of all tuition/fees paid except
insurance) is Monday, Sept. 20.
-Molly Evans, Assistant Director, Registration
FULL TIME STUDENT ACADEMICALLY
All undergraduate students are considered to academically
full-time during all terms when carrying at least 12 semester hours; while all graduate students are considered academically full time during all terms when carrying at least 9
semester hours. All students are considered to be academically half-time during all terms when carrying at least 6
semester hours. This is the rule by which Records Office
certifies students as full-time. For purposes of tuition and
fee billing all students are considered during all terms to be
full-time when carrying at least 12 semester hours.
-G. Sue Harry, Director of Academic Records

Personal
Welcome back students! Tropi
Tan special-10 tans for $25. 618
W. Lincoln. 348-8263
________________________00
Cortney Johnston and Natalie
Jefford of Alpha Gamma Deltathanks for doing a spectacular job
with Rush. You two are awesome!
Love, your sisters
________________________9/7
To all the Alpha Gam Rho Chi’s:
We missed you! We are so happy
to talk to you again! Love, your
sisters
________________________9/7
To the men of Sigma Pi, I hope
you all had a great summer. Good
Luck with Rush and have a great
semester! Love, Erica
________________________9/7
Kappa Delta would like to congratulate Patti Muster on her engagement to Reidd Peterson.
________________________9/7
Congratulations to Mary Ann
Mueller of KD on her engagement
to Mike Groos.
________________________9/7
Congratulations to the new KD
pledges. Get ready for a great
year. Love, your sisters.
________________________9/7
Want a different rush experience?
Check out Delta Tau Delta rush
and qualify to win a spring break
trip.
_______________________9/10
Broke?? Need money?? Wanna
wish your friend good luck? Place
and ad in the Daily Eastern News
Classifieds section. Call 581-2812
for more info.
_______________________0/00

CampusClips
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Communion Service
on Tuesday, Sept. 7 at 12:05 at the Newman Catholic
Center, 500 Roosevelt.
CIRCLE K. Informational Meeting on Tuesday, Sept 7at
7pm in rm 218 Coleman. Come find out what we’re all
about!
Panther Dining Secret Shopper. FREE FOOD! Become a
secret shopper for Panther Dining. Open to faculty, staff,
and off-campus students. For more info call Melissa or
Caroline @ 581-5734.
ASSOCIATION OF INFORMATIONAL
TECHNOLOGY PROFESSIONALS (AITP). Kick Off
on Tuesday, Sept. 7 at 6pm and is being held at Morton
Park, Charleston. Cook out and COM majors.
SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA. Meetings on Wednesday, Sept.
8 at 3:00 in Coleman 219 and on Thursday at 6:30 in
Coleman 225. All majors welcome!
HOMECOMING COMMITTEE meeting on Tuesday,
September 7th at 9:00 p.m. in the Arcola/ Tuscola room.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fund-raising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for available space.
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UNIVERSITY ADMISSION TO TEACHER EDUCATION
MEETING
Students must attend a meeting to formally apply for
University Admission to Teacher Education and to initiate
the selection process. The College of Education and
Professional Studies schedules meetings each semester. The
required formal application form is distributed and collected
at the meetings and the rules and regulations concerning
selection, admission to and retention in teacher education are
explained. Students who have not previously applied MUST
attend a meeting. The following meetings are available Fall
Semester 1999 to initiate the selection process.
Thursday, September 9,1999
6 to 6:50 p.m.
Tuesday, October 5, 1999
1 to 1:50 p.m.
Saturday, October 23, 1999
1 to 1:50 p.m.
Thursday, November 11, 1999
6 to 6:50 p.m.
Saturday, December 4, 1999
1 to 1:50 p.m.
All meeting are held in 1501 Buzzard Hall Auditorium
The next opportunity to initiate the Selection Process and
apply for University Admission to Teacher Education will be
during the Spring Semester 2000.
--Dr. Douglas Bower, Associate Dean, College of Education
and Professional Studies
SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE
Applications are now being accepted for the Carol Specht
Memorial Scholarship. To qualify you must be an undergraduate woman, currently enrolled at EIU, and a single parent with a child or children living in your home.
Applications are available in the Office of Civil Rights, 108
Old Main, or by calling 581-5020. The deadline for a completed application is September 24, 1999.
--Cynthia Nichols, Director, Civil Rights & Diversity
FALL 1999 TEST SCHEDULE
PLEASE READ AND KEEP THIS SCHEDULE. IT
WILL NOT BE PRINTED AGAIN THIS SEMESTER.
FALL 1999 GRADUATES: REGISTER NOW.
Note: Registration for the Writing Competency Exam is
ongoing. As one test date fills, registration begins for the
next test date. FALL 1999 GRADUATES: IT IS YOUR
RESPONSIBILITY TO REGISTER EARLY BEFORE ALL
SEATS ARE TAKEN. FAILURE TO COMPLETE THIS
REQUIREMENT WILL EFFECT YOUR GRADUATION.
Exam
WRITING COMPETENCY
EXAM *FEE - $18

CONSTITUTION AND
HEALTH *FEE - $2

TAP
*Fee - $15

Date
9/25/99

Time
9 A.M.

Information
A few seats are
for Fall 1999
Graduates ONLY

11/06/99

9 A.M.

Limited Seats
Available.

10/20/99

10 a.m.

12/01/99

10 a.m.

Begins 6/17/99
2 p.m.
Begins 10/21/99
2 p.m.

9/11/99
10/23/99
2/04/99

8:30 a.m.
8:30 a.m.
8:30 a.m.

Begins 6/21/99
Begins 9/13/99
Begins 10/25/99

Note: NO REGISTRATION WILL BE ACCEPTED
DURING THE SEVEN DAYS BEFORE ANY EXAM.
Seating is limited on all tests. Register early to be sure you
have a seat. A valid picture ID is required for registration.
*The test fee can be billed to your University Student Account.
Registration is open from 11 a.m. to 2:00, Monday through
Friday, at the Test Registration Table located in the center of
the hall on the first floor of Blair Hall. If the table is closed
between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m., you may register at the Office
of Academic Assessment and Testing, 202 Student Services
Building, during those hours only.
--Debra Hopgood, Acting Director, Academic Assessment
and Testing
IMMUNIZATION RECORDS.
Illinois law, Public Act 85-1315 requires all persons , born
on or after January 1, 1957, entering a four year public or
private institution of higher education to provide proof of
immunization before registering for a second semester.
Proof immunity is required for Diphtheria/tetanus, rubeola,
mumps and rubella. A $25.00 late compliance fee will be
assessed to students who fail to provide proof of immunity
or begin to receive the necessary series of immunizations by
4:00 pm, October 11, 1999. Please be aware that students
found in non-compliance will have a hold placed on their
records until compliance is met and the $25.00 late fee is
paid.
-Lynette Drake, Director of Health Service

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS
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Panther
sports

inbrief
Volleyball team goes
1-2 on weekend
This past week was a growing
experience for the women’s volleyball team and its coach.
The team opened the season
with three matches at the Air Force
Invitational Tournament – one on
Thursday against Fordham and
two matches Friday against Air
Force and Mississippi, where the
team went 1-2.
Coach Andrew Epperly walked
away with an estimate of his play-

ers’ abilities and what the team will
have to work on to compete in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
The first match against
Fordham started off slow as
Eastern was down 8-1 in the first
set, but rattled off 14 unanswered
points to take the first set, 15-8.
They finished the match, winning the next two sets 15-7 and 154. Karen Liss, a freshman outside
hitter, had 13 kills to help lead
Eastern.
The second match pinned
Eastern against the home school
where Air Force won in straight
sets 18-16, 16-14, and 15-3.
“It was a hard fought battle
from the start. We had the chances
to win but just didn’t take advantage,” Epperly said.
Meleah Cutler led Eastern with
15 kills and 12 digs against Air
Force. Karen Liss added nine kills
before leaving the match with a

sprained ankle.
Eastern played Mississippi in
the second match of the day and
the Panthers won the first set 15-12
before falling in the next three sets
15-7,15-10, and 15-12.
Cutler was honored to the AllTournament team for her accomplishments during the three matches.
“Overall it was a learning experience for the team that will help
them prepare for the long season
ahead of them,” Epperly said. “The
matches gave me a perspective on
what we will have to work on over
the coming weeks.”
– by Troy Hinkel, staff writer

Cross country teams
have rough time
When Eastern’s cross coun-

The Daily Eastern News
try teams traveled to Colorado
State last weekend, both the men
and women were well aware
their work was cut out for them,
running against the No. 16
ranked women’s team in the
country.
According to head coach
John McInerney, the men’s team
put together an “overall disappointing performance.”
However, the Rocky
Mountain air would not stop
Eastern’s Jason Bialka. Despite
the altitude and being slightly
misguided by course officials
along the way, Bialka would
walk away with a win in the
men’s 5-mile race.
“Jason ran a good, controlled,
solid race,” McInerney said.
Bialka finished the race with
a time of 26:47, while his team
was defeated 38-23. Eastern also
placed two other men in the top

10. Damon Nicholas finished
fourth with a time of 27:12,
while teammate Eric Wheeler
rounded out the top 10 finishers
with a time of 28:05.
“For us, it was a pretty good
wake up call,” McInerney said.
“We knew what we were getting into, especially with them
being ranked nationally.”
Although the Panther women
put two runners in the top 10,
Eastern dropped the meet 50-15.
Erika Coull-Parenty finished
eighth with a time of 19:45
while Beth Martin placed ninth
with a finishing mark of 19:54.
Despite dropping both meets,
McInerney remains optimistic,
especially with the men’s squad.
“The guys are planning on
making some noise this year and
being a pretty good team,” he
said.
– by Dusty Cookson, staff writer

∆Χ RUSH DELTA CHI ∆Χ

WHAT’S COOKIN’

Tuesday
$1.25
Coors
Light
Wednesday
$4.00
Pitchers

When : Sept. 7 - 11th
Where: 1012 Greek Court ∆Χ House
Tuesday: Greenup Room in Union
Wednesday: Chubbies
Thursday: Taco Bell
Friday: Blimpies
Saturday: Cookout

Today’s Pasta Lunch

Chicken Alfredo
Tonight
Homemade meatloaf
409 7th Street
Charleston
7 Blocks North of

Artspace

For questions or a ride call Neal or Justin at 6723

714 Monroe

348-1810

Mushroom Bead Closeouts
NOW 35-50% Off
NOW ACCEPTING NEW ARTWORK
ON CONSIGNMENT

Take a break and have some fun!!

Fountain Workshop on Sept. 18 from10-am-12
Pre-registration required

UNION BOWLING LANES
and
RECREATION AREA

open: Tuesday-Friday 4-6
Saturday- 11-5

Stop by and sign up NOW!

Leagues start Sept. 13th!!
(running through the fall semester)

$3.50/week
per person

MONDAY
WEDNESDAY
WEDNESDAY

Coed
Singles
Coed Dbls.

Tuesday at

9:00pm
4:30pm*
6:30pm*

16 oz Drafts

*ABC/WIBC Sanctioned
West wing, Lower Level, Martin Luther King,Jr. University Union

$1.50

ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ

Come to the Union tonight to meet the men of
Pi Kappa Alpha

Wednesday is Pike dream girl calender night.
Receive calenders from 6 to 7 and meet the women
of EIU from 7 to 9
for rides or information call 348-0184

ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ

ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ

RU S H P I K E

Bottles

Bratfest $.25
w/purchase
Open 8pm Open 8pm Open 8pm

581-7457

LEADERS . GENTLEMEN . SCHOLARS . ATHLETES

$1.00

ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ

Doc
Marten

Scoreboard
EIU CALENDAR
Today
No events scheduled
Wednesday
No events scheduled

NFL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L
T
Buffalo
3
1
0
Indianapolis
3
1
0
N.Y. Jets
3
1
0
Miami
2
2
0
New England
1
3
0
Central
Baltimore
4
0
0
Jacksonville
3
1
0
Cleveland
2
3
0
Pittsburgh
1
3
0
Tennessee
1
3
0
Cincinnati
0
4
0
West
*Oakland
3
1
0
Denver
3
2
0
Kansas City
2
2
0
Seattle
1
3
0
San Diego
0
5
0
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L
T
Washington
3
1
0
N.Y. Giants
2
2
0
Arizona
1
3
0
Philadelphia
1
3
0
Dallas
1
4
0
Central
Green Bay
4
0
0
Tampa Bay
4
0
0
Chicago
2
2
0
Minnesota
2
2
0
Detroit
1
3
0
West
San Fran
3
1
0
Atlanta
2
2
0
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Carolina
2
2
0
New Orleans
2
2
0
St. Louis
2
2
0
Weekend Results
Buffalo 16, Pittsburgh 14
Baltimore 28, New York Giants 24
Atlanta 28, Cincinnati 16
New York Jets 38, Minnesota 17
Tampa Bay 16, Washington 13
Denver 34, San Francisco 3
Oakland 43, Arizona 7
Kansas City 34, San Diego 27
St. Louis 17, Detroit 6
Philadelphia 30, Cleveland 17
Carolina 23, New England 20
Green Bay 25, Miami 17
Indianapolis 31, Seattle 28
New Orleans 12, Tennessee 11
Jacksonville 27, Dallas 6

WNBA
WNBA Playoff Glance
CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
(Best-of-3)
Saturday, Sept. 4
Houston 48, New York 33
Sunday, Sept. 5
New York at Houston, 3:30 p.m., if necessary

MLB
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W
L
New York
84 52
Boston
77 60
Toronto
74 65
Baltimore
61 75
Tampa Bay
61 76
Central Division
W
L
Cleveland
85 51
Chicago
63 73
Minnesota
57 78
Detroit
55 81
Kansas City
53 84

GB
–
7.5
11.5
23.0
23.5
GB
–
22.0
27.5
30.5
32.5

West Division
W
L
GB
Texas
81 56
—
Oakland
75 62
6.0
Seattle
68 68
12.5
Anaheim
52 84
28.5
Sunday’s Results
Minnesota 13, Tampa Bay 7
Cleveland 7, Baltimore 6
Boston 3, Seattle 2
*Detroit at Oakland
*Chicago at Texas
*New York at Anaheim
Today’s Games
C Cleveland at Baltimore, 12:35 p.m.
Minnesota at Tampa Bay, 12:35 p.m.
Boston at Seattle, 3:35 p.m.
Chicago at Texas, 7:05 p.m.
New York at Anaheim, 7:35 p.m.
Detroit at Oakland, 8:15 p.m.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Atlanta
86 52
New York
83 54
Philadelphia
68 68
Montreal
57 79
Florida
54 82
Central Division
W
L
Houston
82 56
Cincinnati
78 57
Pittsburgh
68 69
St. Louis
67 71
Milwaukee
60 76
Chicago
55 80
West Division
W
L
Arizona
81 56
San Francisco
75 62
Los Angeles
65 71
San Diego
63 74
Colorado
61 77

GB
—
2.5
17.0
28.0
31.0
GB
—
2.5
13.5
15.0
21.0
25.5
GB
—
6.0
15.5
18.0
20.5

Sunday’s Results
San Diego 4, Pittsburgh 3
Colorado 5, Montreal 3
Cincinnati 6, Chicago 3

New York 3, San Francisco 0
*Florida at Los Angeles
*Houston at Philadelphia
*St. Louis at Atlanta
Today’s Games
Colorado at Montreal, 12:35 p.m.
San Diego at Pittsburgh, 12:35 p.m.
San Francisco at New York, 12:40 p.m.
Cincinnati at Chicago, 1:20
Los Angeles at Florida, 3:05 p.m.
Houston at Philadelphia, 6:05 p.m.
St. Louis at Atlanta, 6:40 p.m.

COLLEGE
How the top 25 teams in The
Associated Press’ college football
poll fared this weekend:
1. Florida State (1-0) did not play. Next:
vs. No. 10 Georgia Tech, Sept. 11.
2. Penn State (2-0) beat Akron 70-24.
Next: vs. Pittsburgh, Saturday.
3.Tennessee (1-0) beat Wyoming 4217. Next: at No. 4 Florida, Sept. 18.
4. Florida (1-0) beat Western Michigan
55-26. Next: vs. Central Florida,
Saturday.
5. Nebraska (1-0) beat Iowa 42-7.
Next: vs. California, Saturday.
6.Texas A&M (1-0) beat Louisiana
Tech 37-17. Next: vs.Tulsa, Sept. 18.
7. Michigan (1-0) beat No. 16 Notre
Dame 26-22. Next: vs. Rice, Saturday.
8. Miami (2-0) beat Florida A&M 57-3.
Next: vs. No. 2 Penn State, Sept. 18.
9.Wisconsin (1-0) beat Murray State
49-10. Next: vs. Ball State, Saturday.
10. Georgia Tech (1-0) beat Navy 4914. Next: at No. 1 Florida State,
Saturday.
11.Virginia Tech (1-0) beat James
Madison 47-0. Next: vs. AlabamaBirmingham, Saturday.
12. Georgia (1-0) beat Utah State 387. Next: vs. South Carolina, Saturday.
13. Ohio State (0-1) did not play. Next:
vs. No. 17 UCLA, Saturday.
14. Colorado (0-1) lost to Colorado

State 41-14. Next: vs. San Jose State,
Saturday.
15. Arizona (1-1) beat TCU 35-31.
Next: vs. Middle Tennessee, Saturday.
16. Notre Dame (1-1) lost to No. 7
Michigan 26-22. Next: at No. 22
Purdue, Saturday.
17. UCLA (1-0) beat Boise State 38-7.
Next: at No. 13 Ohio State, Saturday.
18. Arkansas (1-0) beat SMU 26-0.
Next: vs. Northeast Louisiana, Sept.
18.
19. Kansas State (0-0) did not play.
Next: vs.Temple, Saturday.
20. Alabama (1-0) beat Vanderbilt 2817. Next: vs. Houston, Saturday.
21. Southern California (1-0) beat
Hawaii 62-7. Next: vs. San Diego
State, Sept. 18.
22. Purdue (1-0) beat Central Florida
47-13. Next: vs. No. 16 Notre Dame,
Saturday.
23.Virginia (1-0) beat North Carolina
20-17. Next: at Clemson, Saturday.
24. North Carolina State (2-0) beat
South Carolina 10-0. Next: vs.William
& Mary, Saturday.
25. Arizona State (0-0) did not play.
Next:Texas Tech, Monday.

Staff writer

Eastern’s men’s soccer team
opened the season with 2-1 victories
over both Western Michigan and
Northern Illinois this past weekend.
The Panthers (2-0) entered the
second half trailing the Broncos (0-3)
when sophomore Derrick Perry
scored on a deflection in the box to tie
the contest at one.

“It is nice to start the season 2-0,
but we are not playing soccer at the
Missouri Valley Conference level at
this time,” Eastern coach Tim
McClements said. “We are very
young and we are fighting through
the inexperience, but the positive is
that the guys are finding a way to
win.”
Two minutes following Perry’s
goal, Tim Fredin scored on a header
off a Mike Murphy shot that hit the

TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL
American League
ANAHEIM ANGELS – Released
RHP Mike James. Activated OF
Matt Luke from the 15-day disabled
list.
BALTIMORE ORIOLES – Recalled
INF Jerry Hairston, RHP Gabe
Molina, 1B Calvin Pickering and INF
Jesse Garcia from Rochester of the
International League. Announced
Rochester manager Dave
Machemer will join team as coach.
NEW YORK YANKEES – Recalled
LHP Ed Yarnall from Columbus of
the International League.

crossbar.
Eastern
goalkeeper
Ryan
Waguespack preserved the victory,
making a diving save and deflecting
the ball off the crossbar with about
two minutes remaining.
The Panthers defeated Northern
Illinois Friday with 10 minutes
remaining when Josh Moore scored
from 10 yards out following a pass
from Murphy. He scored the first
goal of the season for the Panthers.

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
University Union Bookstore

10%
Off all EIU glassware

Off all EIU glassware
and mugs
Store Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00am to 8:00pm
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 4:00pm

Phone (217) 581-5821
Fax (217) 581-6625

advertisers!
this is your chance to impress:
• neighbors
place your ad today in the
• friends
daily eastern news!
• loved ones
• many more!
one of our friendly ad representatives
will be happy to serve you!

le the
Tack

excitement!

*sponsored by the EIU Athletic Department

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
Name:
Phone #:

email:

Quarterback:
Running back:
Wide receiver:
Defensive unit:
Field goal kicker:
DENfl ‘99 RULEBOOK

Men’s soccer team opens with perfect weekend
By David Pump

DENfl ‘99

All entries are due by 4 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 9 and the entry forms can be turned in three ways – bring your completed form and student ID to the front desk
of the Student Publications office, OR email your team to cuccm1@pen.eiu.edu (if emailed, it must be done through your EIU account or else it will be rejected) OR drop it in campus mail and address it to Chad Merda at the Daily Eastern News; confirmation of your entry will be emailed by Sept. 12; limit one team
per person; no trades are allowed and no replacements can be drafted if a player gets hurt; all teams will be randomly divided up resembling the same divisions as that of the NFL; the top five teams in each division will be run in the Scoreboard each Wednesday while complete standings can be found on the
DEN’s website, at www.den.eiu.edu/sports; division winners will be announced on Wednesday, Jan. 12 and prizes must be picked up no later than 4 p.m.
Wednesday Jan.19. Members of the DEN can play but are not eligible to receive prizes, nor are midgets with receding hairlines; no purchase necessary.

Panthers

for only one reason – he had a
stronger defense in front of him.
Baretta earned Division II AllAmerican honors in 1978 after
compiling a 15-5 record, and he finished with a 41-15-5 career mark.

from Page 12

Goalkeeper
This was the toughest position to
choose since Eastern has had three
great keepers, Mark Simpson, John
Baretta and Eric Hartman.
The leader is Simpson, a member of the two-time MLS Champion
D.C. United. In one season at
Eastern, Simpson made 100 saves,
and earned All-Midwest honors in
his final two years at Eastern.
“He was an exceptional athlete,”
Mosina said of his first recruit. “He
was one of those players you hate to
see go because he was so hard to
replace.”
Baretta would be the back-up,

Coach
Three coaches have made it to
the semi-finals during their tenure,
but only one, Fritz Teller, won the
big game, and for that he is to lead
this squad.
The 1969 NAIA Coach of the
Year, an honor he also earned at the
Division II level, posted a 88-44-10
career mark.
“Fritz Teller has coached some of
the greatest players in Eastern history,” former Eastern coach Schellas
Hyndman said. “He made Eastern
soccer nationally recognized.”

TUESDAY NIGHT IS

LADIES NIGHT @ CLUB CHUBBY
PEMBERTON HALL LINCOLN HALL LAWSON HALL ANDREWS HALL CARMAN HALL NORTH

Large Cheese Pizza

$3.99

Add toppings for 99¢ each

Cheesestix SM $3.99 MED $4.99 LG $5.99
INCLUDES YOUR CHOICE OF DIPPING SAUCE,
PIZZA SAUCE, NACHO CHEESE, GARLIC BUTTER

“Have you had your Chubby yet today?”

348-5454

Sports

Watson Watch
12

The Daily Eastern News

Final preseason stats
Kick returns: Punt returns:
6-108 yds;
8-204 yds;
18.0 avg.
25.5 avg.

Women’s soccer team
plays in two shutouts,
records one win
By Gabe Rosen

Gary
Laidlaw,

Staff writer

0
EIU
E. Mich. 1

September 7, 1999

MEN’S SOCCER TEAM OF THE CENTURY

Split
decision
The women’s soccer team will
have to be satisfied with a weekend split. Following a 2-0 victory
over Western Illinois Friday in
Charleston, the Panthers came up
short at Eastern Michigan on
Saturday, losing 1-0.
Following the shutout of the
Westerwinds, the Panthers had the
favor returned to them by Eastern
Michigan.
E a s t e r n Women’s soccer
Michigan is a
team that is
expected to
compete for
the
MidAmerican Conference title and is
looking toward a possible NCAA
tournament bid.
Jessica Graczyk played the
entire 90 minutes for Eastern in
goal. The senior came up with 12
saves on the afternoon, but with 10
minutes remaining in regulation
Eastern Michigan’s Amanda
Kulikowski scored on a breakaway shot from the left corner.
The goal would prove to be all
Eastern Michigan would need as
the Panthers were unable to get on
the board.
On Friday the Panthers scored
one goal in each half while coming
up with a strong defensive effort
behind goalies Graczyk and
Jeanine Fredrick.
“This is a good win especially
being at home, since we won’t be
home for another month,” head
coach Steve Ballard said. “This is
the second time that we have beaten a team we lost to in 1998. This
was not our best match, but the
outcome was there.”
Junior Ida Hakansson provided
all the offense Eastern would need,
scoring both goals in the winning
effort.
The first goal came when junior
Carole Griggs found a wide open
Hakansson sprinting down the
field.
The second goal came at the
65:12 mark when sophomore
Devon Bissell hit Hakansson with
a pass for the easy tip-in from the
left side of the goal.
Bissell picked up the assist on
the play.
The Panthers were in charge for
most of the game on Saturday,
shelling the Westerwinds with 25
shots on goal.
On the defensive side Griggs
and sophomore Katie Quiter kept
Western’s offense in check.
“Carole (Griggs) and Katie
Quiter did a nice job stepping in,”
Ballard said. “Carole is starting to
come into her own, but the defense
is playing a bit soft and it was nice
to get the shutout.”
The Panthers’ record stands
even at 2-2, 0-0.
Next up for the Panthers is a
tournament at Madison, Wisconsin
which gets under way Friday afternoon.

Tuesday

Class of
1989

Agyman
Prempeh,

Premium
Panthers

The team and players have
succeeded on many levels
By David Pump
Staff writer

I

t is easy to say that no other
sport in Eastern history has
produced more professional
players in the last 36 years
than the men’s soccer team.
Over the team’s history, it has
compiled a 328-192-43 record,
won the NAIA National
Championship in 1969, and finished third in the nation at both the
Division I and II levels.
Eastern soccer has produced
four Division I All-Americans
since 1981, and seven Division II
All-Americans between 19701980, to go with numerous regional and conference selections.
With all of the honors Panther
soccer players have amassed, it’s
hard to pick an all-time team and a
coach to lead them.

Forwards
Let’s start up front, selecting

The Roster*
Forwards
Damien Kelly (1983)
Tony Durante (1972)
Ross Ongaro (1979)

Midfielders
David Kompare (1989)
Gary Laidlaw (1989)
Agyman Prempeh (1983)
Gerardo Pagnani (1972)

Defenders
Albert Abade (1984)
George Gorleku (1978)
Greg Muhr (1989)
Nick Markulin (1970)

Goalkeepers
Mark Simpson (1987)
John Barette (1979)

Captain
Gerardo Pagnani

The coach
Fritz Teller (1965-76), compiled a
88-44-10 career record and led the
Panthers to the 1969 NAIA
National Championship.
*As selected by the Daily Eastern News
sports staff.

players who are able to do one of
the hardest things in soccer– find
the back of the net. Eastern
has had three players score
over 20 goals in a season,
Damien Kelly (21),
Carmelo Rago and Tony
Durante (20). Rago was
left off the team because
he chose to sit out his
senior season.
Kelly scored an
Eastern record of 21 goals
in 1981, the year the
Panthers finished third
in the NCAA Division
I National Tournament.
In the third place game,
Kelly scored a hat trick in the
Panthers’ 4-2 victory over
Philadelphia Textile.
“He was a striker that had
a very hard-nosed sense for
the goal,” former Eastern
coach Cizo Mosina said.
Kelly’s sense for the goal
earned him 53 goals to go along
with 128 career points, both
Panther records. Kelly also was
one of the first players to be
named a Division I All-American,
an honor that he captured twice,
once in 1981 and again in 1983.
Durante was one of the most
prolific scorers ever to roam the
Eastern pastures, scoring 20
goals in 1969 and 48 for his
career. The forward from Canada
was a member of the National
Championship team that
outscored its opponents 76-9.
“Tony was a happy-go-lucky
type of person,” said Mosina, who
was Durante’s roommate while at
Eastern. “He was a flamboyant
player and he just loved to live.”
Along with being named to
the District 20 NAIA team
Durante also was a 1970 and
1972 Division II All-American
Honorable Mention.
During his three year stay in
Charleston, Ross Ongaro amassed
28 career goals, including two in
his final regular season game.
Ongaro is also eighth at
Eastern with 72 career points.

Midfielders
Eastern over the years has
always had strong midfielders,
with many of them going on to the
professional ranks.
One of the most decorated

Class of
1983

Mark Simpson,
Class of 1987
that played for
the Ghana
National Team,”
Mosina said.
As a two-time
Division I AllAmerican, Prempeh tallied 25
career goals and 23 career
assists, with one coming in
the semi-finals of the
1981 NCAA
Championship contest
against Connecticut.
Laidlaw played both in
the midfield and up front
for the Panthers during his
career. He had 24 career
assists, 32 career goals and 88
career points which ranks him
fifth all-time at Eastern. Laidlaw
earned All-Midwest Region honors from 1987-1989.
Kompare earned All-Midwest
Region honors in 1987 and 1989
along with being named Academic
All Mid-Continent three straight
years from 1987-1989.
“He was a striking midfielder
that was very bright,” Mosina said.
“He got very, very good grades
and should have been an
Academic All-American.”

Defense

midfielders in
Eastern history is
three-time Division II AllAmerican Gerardo Pagnani. As a
freshman, Pagnani scored the
game-winning goal in the NAIA
Championship game.
“I just happened to be in the
right place at the right time,” he
said. In his sophomore season,
Pagnani dished out five assists in a
game, the most in a single contest
in Panther history.
Pagnani is joined in the middle
by Agyman Prempeh, Gary
Laidlaw and David Kompare.
“Prempeh was a goal scorer

Four-time Division II AllAmerican George Gorleku heads
this group. As a freshman, the former Ghana national team member
shut down Indiana scoring sensation Steve Burkes.
Albert Abade, a 1984 AllAmerican, followed in the footsteps of Gorleku. After finishing a
successful career at Eastern, Abade
was drafted into the MSL.
“He was the type of player that
was very rare,” Mosina said. “He
played very hard and he was oneof-a-kind.”
The highest Panther ever to be
drafted was defender Greg Muhr,
third overall selection in the 1989
MSL Draft.
“He was a very good and
strong fullback,” Mosina said. “He
has to be compared to World Cup
players of his time.”
The final defender was Nick
Markulin.
As a member of the championship team, Markulin captained
the defense, earning District 20
honors.
See PANTHERS Page 11

